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EDITORIAL 
Dear Members, 

The tenth Newsletter marks an anniversary for the Castle Studies Group, and it is therefore 
appropriate that its emergence coincides with a change of organisation. Last year we 
announced that Barbara Harbottle would be our editor, and much of the material in this 
issue was collected and given an initial sorting by her, for which many thanks are due. All 
the usual contents of our Newsletters will be found here and in much the same sequence. 
The final product, however, comes to you from Neil Guy, long-standing member of CSG, 
who kindly agreed to take over the production of the issue and who has also contributed to 
some of its contents. The result is a bumper Newsletter, appropriate to our tenth 
anniversary, and many thanks are due to Neil for his efforts. 

I was unable to attend the 1996 conference at Nottingham, which was entirely my loss. An 
account of this very successful meeting will be found in the following pages. Next year we 
meet in Aberdeen, our second venue in Scotland. Please support this with your customary 
enthusiasm! 

Bob Higham (Secretary) 

This year's edition follows the traditional theme of using the covers to remind us of one of 
the castles visited during the annual CSG conference. The front and end covers of Newark 
are taken from steel engravings of 1823 by W Tombleson S.C. both printed in Ancient 
Castles Vol. 1 1825 by Woolnoth and Brayley. The Newark castle excavations are subject 
to a recent award as detailed on page 47. 

In recognition of our tenth anniversary we have gone for a colour centre page, in subtle 
shades of green and brown. This is Brian Byron's 14th Century reconstruction of Wigmore, 
now undergoing a limited degree of conservation. Thanks are due to Dr Glyn Coppack at 
English Heritage, and the City of Hereford Archaeology Unit for this early preview. 

Thanks are also due to the many regular contributors. What we are short of this year is 
information on members' activities. You will find enclosed as usual a blank form to allow 
you to complete the details. The agenda for the forthcoming Aberdeen conference is 
looking extremely interesting, even including a lunch stop at the Glenfiddich distillery in 
Dufftown. The booking forms enclosed require a response by February 7th, so please do not 
delay in completing your application. 

NG 
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NOTTINGHAM CONFERENCES 

TENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 1996 

Castles of the East Midlands 

Our venue this year was Cripps Hall at the University of Nottingham, where we stayed 
from Wednesday 17th April until Saturday 20th April. Fifty-six delegates attended, 
making this one of the largest conference gatherings of the CSG to date. Our programme 
was as ever ambitious - 12 widely varied sites in 3 days - but the increasingly good 
weather as the conference progressed fortified our resolve! 

Day One was the most strenuous - we arrived back at Cripps Hall that evening with 
fifteen minutes to spare before dinner. We began at Tickhill, an important yet little 
known site belonging to the Duchy of Lancaster, but currently leased to Mr Barry Moss, 
who made us most welcome. Besides viewing a very early 12th century gatehouse with 
exceptional chequer decoration, we were able to climb the motte where Philip Dixon 
explained the problem of the 2 donjons. Tickhill motte appears to carry both a round 
tower and, within it, a ten-sided tower. They seem to be distinct, rather than the round 
tower forming part of the foundations of the polygonal tower, the former is positioned 
off-centre in relation to the latter. 

Our second stop was Conisborough, a former English Heritage run property currently 
under the management of the Ivanhoe Trust. Few members had viewed the great tower 
since its floors and roof were reinstated (the general verdict was that the work had been 
extremely successful). This enabled us to examine more closely the two fireplaces and 
the offsets around various openings that Philip Dixon argued were signs of a change in 
design (from a polygonal to a round interior). In the nearby St Peter's Church we also 
saw a tomb lid bearing a 'Celtic' style figure of striking resemblance to those surviving 
on the gatehouse at Tickhill. 

After lunch, we visited Bolsover and Wingfield. At Bolsover, Beric Morley stressed the 
survival of medieval planning strategies into the 17th century, while at Wingfield, Philip 
Dixon proposed a chaotic 15th century building sequence with constant changes of mind 
on the part of Lord Cromwell. Of great interest was the 'seat' of lordship here - the great 
tower or communal toilet block! 

For Day Two our initial stop was Newark, where Pamela Marshall showed us how the 
domestic arrangements of the bishop's palace had evolved from the 1130's through into 
the 15th century. With the consent of the keykeepers, the Gilstrap Centre, every locked 
door in the castle was opened allowing the group a wonderful opportunity to explore an 
extremely significant monument. 
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Then it was on to Boothby Pagnell, a chamber block or first floor hall (depending upon your 
interpretation) dating from c. 1200. This is the property of Lady Netherthorpe, and we are 
grateful to her estate office for allowing our visit. Edward Impey had recently carried out 
some survey work here and Philip Dixon explained how he had found traces of other 
buildings within the enclosure. 

Lunch was in Castle Bytham, home of an extremely impressive earthwork with a 
documented political history stretching from the late 11th into the 15th century. Mr 
Crawford, the owner, allowed us access and four members visited his house to see 
fragments of chevron decoration built into his fireplace (these had come from the next-door 
house, but surely originated either from the castle with its three documented chapels, or the 
parish church). 

Finally, at Oakham, we examined a late 12th century great hall still in use as a court house, 
and Mr Tim Clough, the Keeper, outlined the history of the famous horseshoes. 

Our final day kicked off at Kirby Muxloe, the unfinished brick manor house of William 
Lord Hastings. Andrew Saunders introduced the site, discussing the positioning of the 
gunports and the designs within the brickwork. Of considerable interest were the sanitary 
arrangements - if the building work had been completed with the east, south and north 
towers replicating the arrangements in the west tower, the house would have possessed 24 
garderobes all discharging neatly into chambers rather than direct into the moat. 

At Ashby-de-la-Zouche, Malcom Hislop discussed the work of Anthony Emery and 
outlined their points of agreement and disagreement. Both interpret the Hastings Tower 
differently to the current guidebook, postulating the main block layout as follows: cellar, 
kitchen, audience hall, private chamber. The attached smaller block would contain a variety 
of service rooms, well access, porter's lodge and a two room suite higher up. 

The last two sites on our agenda were little-known and endangered buildings in Derbyshire. 
At Codnor we found a late medieval house approached via a mock-castle frontage. Ian 
Rennie produced photographs of the site taken in the 1960's, and it was sobering to see how 
much masonry had fallen in the intervening years. At Horston (or Harestan/Horsley), an 
early 13th century donjon, probably the work of King John, lies crumbling on a rocky 
promontory. Sections of plinth, corner buttresses, two drains and a gardrobe pit were still 
visible, but for how much longer is debatable. At Codnor there is the vague possibility of 
financial input to stabilise the building, but Horston seems to have little future. 

For our first evening lecture, Philip Dixon gave a general overview of the castles of the 
region, opening up several themes that we would return to, in particular, geographical 
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distribution and the pace of building work. On the Thursday night, Pamela Marshall gave a 
full account of excavations at Newark castle from the 1950's onwards. 

As well as the development of the present castle, she discussed the evidence for an earlier 
motte and bailey which included the following entry from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 
(1067): 

"When the King was informed that the people in the north had gathered together, and would 
oppose him if he came, he marched to Nottingham and built a castle there, and so on to 
York, and there built two castles, and also in Lincoln, and in many other places in that part 
of the country." 

Our final lecture was given by Dr Trevor Foulds, Documentary Historian for Nottingham 
City Council. Ironically, it was Dr Foulds, not a castle specialist, who stressed the strategic 
and political roles of selected castles. The majority of our other guides and speakers had 
been more concerned with domestic planning. Dr Foulds, basing his observations on a 
study of the career of Ranulf Earl of Chester, during the reign of Stephen, commented on 
the vital importance of Nottingham, Newark, Belvoir and Tickhill castles and suggested that 
the other castles of the region, including Lincoln, were virtually useless from a military 
point of view. 

The twelve sites visited during our 3 days were all within one hours journey of Nottingham. 
There were alternative options - Lincoln, Tattershall, South Kyme and Bolingbroke spring 
to mind for an excellent outing, but it was decided that these should wait for another year 
when they could perhaps be tied in with the castles of Humberside and the East Riding. In 
Nottinghamshire, we had to miss Laxton, a fine motte and bailey castle, currently being 
surveyed by Keith Chains of the Trent and Peak Archaeological Trust. Then we could have 
visited Kingshaugh, Grimsthorpe, Leicester, Halloughton, Peveril... 

The conference was organised by Sarah Speight with considerable help from Philip Dixon, 
who took on the major part of the guiding and provided audio-visual equipment, and Barry 
Crisp who secured permission from R J B Mining for a visit to Codnor, and checked out the 
coach access to both the Saturday afternoon sites. Thanks go also to our members Pamela 
Marshall, Beric Morely, Malcom Hislop and Andrew Saunders, and to Barry Moss at 
Tickhill and Penny Nicholle at Boothby Pagnell. 

Sarah Speight 
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18th CHATEAU GAILLARD CONFERENCE 

Denmark: August 1996 

All conferences, CSG included, depend on three elements for their success, in ascending 
order of importance: the papers given, the sites visited, and the social activity - renewing 
old friendships and making new ones. The formal sessions of papers saw many loosely 
grouped around the general theme of the problems of the construction of castles. The 
conference was based on the island of Zealand, north of Copenhagen, and the visits covered 
this area, but also included a day in the province of Scania, now part of Sweden - but Danish 
until the 17th century. To a visitor from the British Isles, the mediaeval castle sites may 
have lacked some of the glamour of our great castles, but this was another reminder of how 
castles change in character as you move eastwards in Europe. Denmark relates more to 
Germany and the Baltic than to the Anglo-French castles. Socially, wives left behind and 
institutions paying the fares for the delegates will be glad to note, this was a conference 
whose delegates were made to work hard. The excursions arrived back later than other 
conferences and this curtailed the business in the bar somewhat. 

The main impression of the conference was the awareness that the institution of Chateau 
Gaillard meetings will have to change. Two major pressures ensure that this must happen. 
The rising costs of the publication of the Proceedings and the technological changes in their 
production make up one major problem. The other is the cost of success. When the 
Colloquium was first mooted, there were relatively few countries and experts actively 
interested in castle studies. This has changed now, and it has become impossible to 
accommodate all the interested individuals and countries within the traditional constraints of 
the original idea. Either the conference trebles in size, making it difficult to accommodate 
physically, and impossible to act as a social gathering without creating cliques and in-
groups, or it will have to contract the geographical area of its interest. Neither prospect is 
attractive, but the choice is inevitable. Until now the organisation has defied all modern 
principles and survived without a constitution or even a formal bank account. This must 
also change. A formal editorial committee has been set up, and the main committee is to 
grasp the nettles of some formalisation of the structure during 1997. Mind you, remember, 
leplus ca change... 

Tom McNeill 



CONFERENCES 

DEFENCE OF WATERWAYS 

Scientific Council of Europa Nostra/IBI Conference - Copenhagen 1996 

The theme, 'Defence of Waterways' ensured that the conference proceedings extended well 
beyond the Middle Ages and into the field of the Fortress Study Group. It amply 
demonstrated that the castles and country houses which preoccupied the old 'International 
Castles Institute' are no longer considered in isolation from the wider range of fortification 
studies. This comprehensive approach was emphasized by meeting in the mid-seventeenth 
century 'Kastellet', the Dutch designed, bastioned citadel of Copenhagen. Some 70 people 
attended, with contributions from local archaeologists, historians and architects as well as 
members of the Scientific Council. 

The programme began with an historical summary of the fortifications of Denmark. Dr 
Anne Pedersen brought us up-to-date with work on Viking Age fortresses followed by a 
review of medieval coastal defences by Ass. Professor Jan Koch. Seventeenth and 
eighteenth century bastioned fortifications were described by Kjeld Borch Vesth and early 
nineteenth century coastal redoubts by Dr Ole Louis Frantzen. Commander Peter Thorning 
Christensen reviewed the nineteenth and twentieth century concrete fortifications. The 
military significance of Kastellet was considered, and its development and subsequent 
conservation was described by Niels Ulrick Bugge, architect of the Danish Defence 
Construction Service. Professor Ole Feidbech described the conduct of the Battle of 
Copenhagen 1801 and its political background from the ramparts. 

The European dimension of the conference theme was chronologically and geographically 
wide ranging. For the medieval period there were defended bridges in Spain (Professor 
Luis de Mora-Figuero), the defence of the Volturno Valley in South Italy (Professor Lucio 
Santoro), medieval defence systems on the Loire (Dr Gabor Mester de Prajd), the 
association of royal castles with waterways in medieval Bohemia (Dr Tomas Durdik) and 
the early fourteenth century defensible lighthouse tower on Neuwerk Island near Cuxhaven 
(Dr Dankwart Leistikow). For the sixteenth and seventeenth century were descriptions of 
the fortresses of Sant'Andrea, the Lido and the Arsenal at Venice (Professor Gianni 
Perbellini), fortifications on the Polish Baltic coast during the time of Vladislav IV (early 
seventeenth century), (Professor Janusz Bogdanowski) and the fortification of Wistojscie 
near Gdansk centred on a fifteenth century lighthouse (Dr Stanislaw Mossakowski). Water 
in the defence systems of the medieval town of Sibiu, Roumania, also extended into the 
seventeenth century (Dr Hermann Fabini). Continuing the theme into the nineteenth century, 
were two defensive works on the Amvrakikos Gulf - Pandocratora Fort, Preveza and on the 
Thermaikos Gulf- Anghelochori Fort, Tessalloniki (Dr Ionna Steriotou), and the 
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influence of Kronstadt on the construction of sea-forts in the Solent as part of the 
Portsmouth defences (Andrew Saunders). 

More general reviews included the development of fortifications along the Danube 
(Professor Alois Machatschek), comments on the efficiency of water defences: from 
Rumeli Hissar on the Bosphoros to the Mauseturm on the Rhine (Dr Joachim Zeune), 
fortifications along Oslo Fjord from the fourteenth to the twentieth century (Christian 
Borhaven), the development of Swedish coast fortification (Dr Kenneth von Kartaschew) 
and the history and present use of Sveaborg (Heikki Lahdenmakki). 

There were besides visits to Kronberg Castle and the medieval town of Helsingborg, to the 
remains of the early castle of Copenhagen beneath Christiansborg, a boat trip to the late 
nineteenth century sea-fort of Middelgrunden and a visit to the historic naval yard of 
Holmen. 

The conference papers will eventually be published in the Europa Nostra/IBI Bulletin, as in 
previous years. 

Andrew Saunders 
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Castell Dinefwr - Further to the brief note on page 42. 

CADW report that there has been a set back in the plan for opening Dinefwr. The Castle 
was due to be opened to the public in the summer during the National Eisteddfod. The 
opening has been delayed because of safety concerns after an inspection identified part of 
the main staircase in the courtyard, and next to the public entrance, had fallen victim to 
subsidence. 

The revised opening date is expected to coincide with the 800th anniversary of the death of 
Lord Rhys, probably the most illustrious of the Welsh princes who ruled at Dinefwr. 

NB: As from December 9th CADW have re-located, and their new address is Crown 
Building, Cathays Park, Cardiff, CF1 3NQ. 



ABERDEEN CONFERENCE 

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

CASTLES OF NORTH-EAST SCOTLAND 1997 

The following programme for the Eleventh Annual Conference of the Castle Studies Group 
has been arranged. 

The conference will be based at Crombie Hall, a student's residence that lies close to King's 
College, the sixteenth century nucleus of the University of Aberdeen. Accommodation 
within Crombie Hall will be in single rooms, some of which have en suite facilities. The all 
inclusive price for the 1997 conference will be £175.00 - or £215.00 for those 
accommodated in rooms with en suite facilities. These will be allocated on a first-come/first 
served basis. As in previous years, the fee includes dinner, bed, breakfast, packed lunches, 
coach fares, site entrance fees etc.). This year, however, the conference has been extended to 
four days - and this explains why it is somewhat more expensive than last year. 

Accompanying this Newsletter, you will find a booking/registration form which should be 
returned with the relevant deposit not later than February 7th 1997. Even more than in 
previous years, the CSG have entered into a major financial commitment for this conference 
- so do please give it your support. Furthermore the Scottish members are looking forward 
to seeing you! 

Itinerary and Lecture Programme 
Wednesday 9th April 
Members wishing to look around Aberdeen are advised to do so on Wednesday prior to the 
formal start of the conference. 

Afternoon: Aberdeen (Tillydrone Motte, Wallace Tower, King's College, St Machar's 
Cathedral) 

Registration: 
Dinner 
Evening Lecture: 'The Glory of Scotland - an Introduction to the Castles of North-East 
Scotland' 

Thursday 10th April (Strathbogie & Garioch Castles) 
Morning: Huntly Castle, Balvenie Castle 
(Lunch, Glenfiddich Distillery, Dufftown) 
Afternoon: Wardhouse, Dunnideer Castle, Tolquhon Castle 
Dinner 
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Evening: Brief Lectures on Excavations at Spynie Palace and the castles of Rattray, 
Craigievar and Dram 

Friday 11th April {Donside Castles) 
Morning: Kildrummy Castle, Glenbuchat Castle, Corgarff Castle 
Afternoon: Doune of Invernochty, Peel of Fichlie, Fetternear House & Bishop's Palace, 
Bass of Inverurie, Barra Castle 
Dinner 
Evening Lecture: 'Dr William Douglas Simpson 

Saturday 12 April (Deeside Castles) 
Morning: Loch of Leys Crannog, Crathes Castle, Drum Castle 
Afternoon: Coull Castle, Corse Castle, Craigievar Castle 
Dinner 
Evening: AGM of Castle Studies Group followed by a brief lecture on 'Castle Restoration in 
NE Scotland' 

Sunday 13 April {Kincardineshire Castles) 
Morning: Edzell Castle & Motte, Balbegno Castle, Kincardine Castle 
Afternoon: Dunnottar Castle (Stonehaven Railway Station), Muchalls Castle 
5.00 pm approx. END OF CONFERENCE - Return to Aberdeen - Railway Station, 

Crombie Hall and Airport. 

TRAVEL INFORMATION 

The organisers of the April conference are aware that some of you may believe that 

Aberdeen is difficult to reach from the south of England. The 'Good News' is that: 

• because of the North Sea oil industry, Aberdeen is more easily reached than many 

places that lie hundreds of miles further south. 

• currently there is a price war going on that has led to significant reductions in fares to 

Aberdeen (see below for further details) 

Essentially there are four ways to reach Aberdeen: 

Private Car 
You may wish to drive north, particularly if you intend to extend your visit so that you can 
visit some of the other Aberdeenshire castles (such as Castle Fraser and Fyvie Castle) which 
it will not be possible to visit during the Conference. If you are driving from the London 
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area, you will find that it will take you about nine hours - it is all motorway or dual 
carriageway. The quickest route is to take the M1/M40, M6, A74 up to Glasgow, and then 
the A80/M80 to Stirling, after which you take the A9 to Perth, the A85 to Dundee and 
finally the A94 to Aberdeen. There is conference parking space between Crombie Hall and 
the University Library. 

Bus 
There are long-distance buses to Aberdeen from most major British towns and cities. 
Currently the cheapest way to travel to Aberdeen, the cheapest return fare from London is 
about £40. You can travel overnight or during the day. 

Rail 
As a result of competition from buses and planes, the single rail fare from London has 
recently been reduced from £59 to £23. This does, however, require you to book your ticket 
at least a week before you intend to travel (Tel: 0345-225-225). It is also possible to travel 
to and from Aberdeen by sleeper - that however is rather more expensive. Despite lying at 
the northern end of the main East Coast line, Aberdeen also has a regular train service with 
Glasgow. 

Plane 
Probably the most convenient and certainly the quickest way to travel to Aberdeen from the 
London area is to fly. It is possible to fly to Aberdeen from Heathrow and Gatwick (British 
Airways), Stansted (Air UK) and Luton (Easy-Jet - Tel: 0990-292929). You are best to shop 
around, but you should be able to find a return ticket for as little as about £60 - £70. It is 
possible, however, that you will find that it is better to spend an extra night in Aberdeen and 
to travel back to London on Monday April 14th. If you travel on either side of a weekend, 
tickets are often cheaper. As in the case of the buses and railways, the cheapest airline 
tickets usually require to be booked some time before you intend to travel. 

ACCOMMODATION 

This year the CSG Conference is taking place during the university vacation. This means 
that there is no problem if you should wish to extend your stay in Crombie Hall by a day or 
even a few days. Alternatively if you are feeling rich, you might be interested in staying at 
one of the local castles that take paying guests. If either of these options appeals to you or if 
you want further details, you should contact the local organiser, Nicholas Bogdan I 
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SUGGESTED ORIGINAL APPKAKANCE. 

The reinstatement of the floors and roof attracted a great deal of interest from CSG members 
when viewed during the Nottingham conference this year. The above is the suggested 
original appearance of the roof line according to G. T. Clark, Mediaeval Military in 
England. Vol. 1884. 
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held at Nottingham University 
on Friday 19th April 1996 

1. Apologies were received from R Higham, B Harbottle, C Manning, D Pringle. The 
meeting expressed its hopes that Bob Higham would make a speedy recovery from his 
illness. 

2. Minutes of the last AGM (held at Norwich on 20.4.96) were approved. 

Matters arising: J de Meulemeester had produced a draft itinerary for a trip to 
Luxembourg for 20-25th September 1997, with an approximate cost for 
accommodation of 2600 BF (double), and 3400 BF (single). If the meeting was 
to go ahead we would need to know numbers soon, so members were urged to 
contact Bob Higham as soon as possible, and preferably by 1st May. 

Future conferences: G Stell outlined a draft programme for Aberdeen, 
provisionally 9-13th April; it would have, as well as the usual visits and lectures, a 
feature on the work of W D Simpson. 

The following future venues were agreed: 1998, South Wales; 1999, Ireland; 
2000, south-east England; 2001, north-west England (Carlisle). 

Barbara Harbottle had agreed to take over part of the editing and production of the 
Newsletter, although the exact extent was unclear. Material for inclusion was still 
short and members were urged to send as many items as possible to her as soon as 
possible. Neil Guy offered his professional help in the production of the 
Newsletter. In the absence of Bob Higham and Barbara Harbottle, the matter could 
be taken little further. 

4. Treasurer's report: The annual accounts of the Group were circulated. 
The Group continued to have a healthy surplus, and the Nottingham conference 
had been organised to cover its costs. In the circumstances there seemed little 
point, until a specific aim could be identified and costed, (such as a significant 
uprating of the Newsletter), in raising subscriptions. The meeting expressed their 
thanks to the Treasurer and Membership Secretary for their work during the year, 
and agreed the accounts. 

5. Reports:!) Sweetman reported that a one-day seminar, held under the 
auspices of the O A P in Dublin had been held on 26th February 1996, on recent O 
P W excavations at castles, 
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and work based at Queen's University, Belfast. About 100 people attended this 
successful seminar, of which a fuller report would be published in the next 
Newsletter. 
L Butler reported that he hoped to organise a seminar for his students and members 
of the CSG in November 1996. Members would be circulated as soon as firm 
details had been agreed. 

Any other business: 

It had been suggested that the Group should consider putting itself on the Internet, 
as a way of advertising its existence and of communicating with members. Given 
the problems of putting material on the Internet, and the small numbers of 
members as yet with access to it, the proposal was deferred. 

The meeting expressed its thanks to Sarah Speight, Philip Dixon, Pamela Marshall 
and the other speakers, both at the castles visited and at Nottingham in the 
evenings, for organising what had been a most successful and enjoyable meeting. 

NFWS 

PLAN OP STAFFORD CASTLE 

14th. Keep. Stafford Castle. See News - page 37 - Stafford Castle Project. 
14 



FINANCES 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS A/C 1st April 1995 - 31st March 1996 

CSG treasurer, Tony Burt, has provided the following sets of accounts, covering the period 
up to 31/03/96 (already presented and discussed at the 1996 AGM), Interim Accounts for 
the period April-September 1996 and the Conference Account for the Nottingham meeting. 
The group has also attracted an additional eight new members since last year, details of 
whom will be found at the end of this Newsletter. 

Payments Receipts 

East Anglian Conference 
Newsletter No 8 
Newsletter No 9 

Postage & Stationary 

Nottingham Conference 
Accommodation deposit 
CBA Fees/Insurance 1995/96 

Excess of Receipts over 
Expenditure 

50.01 
69.97 

56.44 
92.67 

5086.15 

119.98 

149.11 

480.01 
129.15 

1721.57 

Nottingham Conference 
Less Refund of Fees 

Subscriptions 
Qtr 1 + 2 to 30/09/95 
Qtr3 to 31/12/95 
Qtr 4 to 31/03/96 

Bank Interest 
Qtr 1 + 2 to 30/09/95 
Qtr 3 to 31/12/95 
Qtr 4 to 31/03/96 

7275.00 
135.00 

334.00 
40.00 
91.10 

59.43 
12.73 
8.71 

7140.00 

465.10 

80.87 

7685.97 

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 31st March 1996 

Balance b/f 01/04/95 6759.58 Comprising: 

Plus Excess of Receipts 
over Payments 

Deposit A/C 
1721.57 Current A/C 

7685.97 

8374.00 
107.15 

Payments -

8481.15 

INTERIM ACCOUNTS 1st April - 30th September 1996 

Receipts 

8481.15 

Nottingham Conference 
Accomm & Catering 
Coach Hire 

5511.61 
420.00 

Subscriptions 
Conference Fees 
Donation 

334.00 
100.00 

2.50 
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Organisers Expenses 
Refund of Fees x 2 

Council for British 
Archaeology 
Insurance 
Affiliation Fee 

Newsletter Production 
Postage & Photocopy 

80.50 
270.00 Bank Interest 

6282.11 1st April 1996 
1st July 1996 

103.28 Receipts Sub-total 
31.00 

134.28 Excess of Payments 
170.00 over Receipts 
78.03 

6664.42 

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 30th SeDtembei 
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33.37 
15.99 

-1996 

49.36 

495.86 

6168.56 

6664.42 

Deposit A/C 
Current A/C 

8374.00 Deposit A/C 
107.15 Current A/C 

Plus Excess of Payments 
over Receipts 

2299.86 
12.73 

6168.56 

Payments 

8481.15 

NOTTINGHAM CONFERENCE 
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CASTLE STUDIES : RECENT PUBLICATIONS -10 

by John R. Kenyon 

Introduction 

At the time of writing this (September/early October), the tenth round-up since CSG was 
founded at Gregynog in 1987, some 290 items on fortification have been added to 'CBA4', 
both medieval and post-medieval. Since the publication of 'CBA 3' in 1990, I have listed 
2035 new references to 'CBA 4', more than the number of items to be found in the third 
volume, although, as I have stressed before, many of these are short summaries that appear 
in the round-up sections of national and county journals, and also the publications of the 
CBA regional groups. These are important because in many cases these summaries are all 
that will appear in print, as opposed to being buried in an archaeological archive. At the 
moment I intend to add material up to the end of the year 2000, and then in the first true 
year of the new millennium (2001) start to prepare indexes and look around for a possible 
publisher. I propose to keep to the same county arrangement as appears in volumes two and 
three, hence one of the reasons for the need of a topographical index, although in retrospect 
I wish that I had retained the traditional county arrangement to be found in the first volume 
(1978). 

I wish to thank all those who have either sent me copies of their publications or, just as 
important, have provided me with references to follow up. Please continue to keep up this 
service, for although the Library at the National Museums & Galleries of Wales has an 
extremely fine archaeological section, it is not possible, even with the university library 
close by, to see every archaeological periodical. I do rely on infrequent trips to London to 
the Society of Antiquaries to fill the gaps, particularly to consult continental journals. 

Something that I had hoped might just have been published was the issue of Chateau 
Gaillard that stemmed from the Abergavenny conference in the late summer of 1994. 
However, it should appear in the first half of 1997, as the volume is about to go to press. 

If a reader feels that I have omitted a publication from the bibliography at the end of this 
survey (not everything listed actually gets a mention in the survey), then please contact me. 
An omission is more likely to have occurred because I have missed the publication as 
opposed to not considering the item worthy of a mention! 
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General Monographs 
An extremely lean year as far as general monographs are concerned, with no exciting 
original work published. We must wait until the late spring of 1997 for an important 
publication, Tom McNeill's, Castles in Ireland, now to be published by Routledge. It is 
scheduled at present for May, so start saving (£45.00)! The only book that comes into this 
section is Adrian Pettifer's, English castles: a guide by counties, and by 'English' the author 
means those castles found in England, as opposed, for example, to those castles built by the 
English in Wales. The intention behind the book is to provide 'a useful summary of every 
English castle you are likely to visit', with the justification of the publication being 'the need 
for a comprehensive guide to the medieval castles of England.' The emphasis is on the 
masonry castle, the author admitting that he has been more selective over the choice of 
earthwork castles. 

The 308-page gazetteer forms the core of the book, and follows a very basic introduction. 
The volume ends with a glossary, a short bibliography and an index of sites. There are 16 
plates in the book, and the several plans are mainly those which appear in the guidebooks. 
The arrangement is by traditional county, i.e. pre-1974 arrangement, with the main sites in 
each county described in anything from a few lines to a page or two. At the end of each 
county list is a paragraph detailing other sites. The book will be used by those who might 
need concise summaries, and this is probably the only book in print to do this, although no 
doubt several readers will be aware of the similar publication by P.S. Fry. 

Education 

Although English Heritage will soon be publishing in the Teacher's Handbooks series 
booklets on Carlisle and Tintagel, the only publications I have to report on are Cadw's 
resource pack on Caernarfon (R.M.Morris) and Northamptonshire County Council's pack 
for teachers on the county's castles (K.Lanning and V.Pearson). Caernarfon consists of 32 
pages, with a series of loose pages in an end-wallet prepared by staff of Coleg Normal 
Bangor, and the contents include sections on the construction of the castle, how a castle 
worked and siege warfare. The Northamptonshire pack, in a durable foolscap wallet, 
consists of a Teachers' Guide, a Gazetteer of Castle Sites and a History, all three spiral 
bound, together with loose A4 cards of individual sites such as Barnwell and Lilbourne. 
Altogether a very good compilation, and one that is a useful contribution to meeting this 
aspect of the teaching of history within the National Curriculum. 

I received whilst putting this article together the 1996-97 catalogue of Historic Scotland's 
publications. A series for children of which I was unaware is the Look at... series, published 
by Bessacarr Prints in association with HS, and some of the booklets cover castles. There 
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are also education packs designed for schools on a number of sites such as Caerlaverock, 
Doune and Stirling, so I will endeavour to see copies before preparing the 1997 compilation. 

Regional/County Surveys 

The fourth volume in the series Medieval castles of England appeared early in 1996, this 
being M.J.Jackson's book on the castles of Durham and Cleveland. It follows the format of 
the previous titles (Shropshire, Cumbria and Northumberland), with a 60-page illustrated 
gazetteer preceded by a short introduction and followed by an appendix ('castle' place-
names), chronology, bibliography and glossary. A loose addendum to the Northumberland 
and Cumbria volumes is available also from Barmkin Books (Willow House, St Andrew's 
Close, Carlisle CA12SG). In 1995 there appeared a volume on Somerset's castles, including 
'follies and fantasies', written by Dr Robert Dunning of the Victoria County History of that 
county. An 18-page introduction is followed by the illustrated gazetteer which also includes 
Anglo-Saxon burhs. 

The latest area to be covered by M.Salter is Dyfed, that is to say, south-west Wales; it 
follows the same format of the others in this series from Folly Publications. The value of the 
publications mentioned in this paragraph is that they cover the lesser known sites as well as 
the main castles, and usually illustrations help to give the reader some idea of the state of 
these sites. A 20-page booklet was issued in 1995 by S.Sneyd on the castles and fortified 
sites around South Yorkshire. 

There have been two new titles in the 'Pevsner' series, The Buildings of..., together with a 
new edition. The latest Welsh volume is J. Newman's, Glamorgan, a book that has been 
awaited eagerly in these parts, and it does not disappoint; a truly excellent study. J.Gifford 
has covered Dumfries and Galloway for the Scottish series, whilst a new edition has been 
published on York and the East Riding (Pevsner and Neave). 

New editions of the titles in the series Exploring Scotland's Heritage have been appearing, 
in a better format (originally landscape), and some with a slight change of title, but largely 
the content is the same as before; Ritchie, Shepherd, Stevenson and Walker are four of the 
authors. A new title in the similar publication for England covers Yorkshire to Humberside. 
The fourth and final volume in the series devised by Sian Rees on the ancient and historic 
monuments of Wales has appeared; Helen Burnham's contribution covers Clwyd and 
Powys. 

As part of the Historic Scotland volumes published by Batsford in conjunction with Historic 
Scotland, Peter Yeoman has written Medieval Scotland; there is also a volume on Stirling 
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Castle, for which see below. The sixth and seventh chapters cover castles ('Earthwork 
castles', 'Castles in context'), and are useful summaries of recent excavations. The sites 
described in Chapter 7 are Portencross, Cruggleton, Dundonald, Spynie Palace, Edinburgh, 
Threave, Smailholm and the English fort built at Eyemouth in 1547. 

Three inventories have been produced on regions in Ireland, two by the Office of Public 
Works (Cavan and Wexford), the other produced by Cork University Press, covering the 
Iveragh Peninsula in south Kerry. In the Cavan volume, compiled by P.F.O'Donovan, 15 
illustrated pages cover earthwork and stone castles, sites of castles and bawns, tower houses 
and bawns, fortified houses, miscellaneous towers and star-shaped forts, all the entries being 
brief, as they are throughout this OPW series. In the Wexford inventory, compiled by 
M.lMoore, the fortifications cover 33 pages, whilst the section on towns includes defences 
where they exist. The longest chapter is titled 'Tower houses, bawns and fortified houses', 
and describes some remarkable buildings, such the houses of Coolhull and Rathshillane. 

The archaeological survey of the Iveragh Peninsula began in 1986, and a fine published 
inventory is the result (A. O'Sullivan and J.Sheehan). The only castles are tower houses, and 
these are covered on pages 362 to 381, with ten main sites dating from the 15th to the early 
17th century (two artillery forts appear under 'Miscellaneous Sites'). These 'independent' 
surveys, as I call them, allow for greater description of the sites than can the OPW county 
surveys. 

Guidebooks 

Although I have not checked, I think that this is the first time in this section that I have not 
been able to include a major Cadw guidebook, most of Cadw's main sites now being 
covered. I know that some reprints with minor modifications are due out soon in the new 
format (Caernarfon and Harlech late 1996, Caerphilly in 1997), and that work is ongoing on 
a joint guide to the native Welsh strongholds of Dinefwr and Dryslwyn (see also below). 
However, in the pamphlet series three very recent publications are a new edition of 
P.H.Humphries' account of the replica medieval siege engines at Caerphilly, the revised 
edition of his Llansteffan guide, and R.Turner's guide to Wiston, a motte and bailey with 
shell keep, a site recently formally opened to the public. 

I have only come across two 'new' English Heritage publications. The first was during our 
annual conference last April, namely the 1993 second edition of T.L.Jones's guide to Ashby 
de la Zouch,whilst the other is a new edition, Dartmouth Castle (A.D.Saunders). 
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For major new State guidebooks, or revised editions, we must turn to Scotland, and the sites 
covered are Craigmillar, Huntingtower and Spynie (D.Pringle), Balvenie (I.MacIvor), 

Cardoness and Carsluith (a joint guide by D.Grove), Newark (C.Tabraham), Aberdour 
(M.Apted) and Hermitage (N.Bridgland). Aberdour and Balvenie are revised editions of the 
1961 and 1986 guides respectively, and Huntingtower and Craigmillar are revisions of the 
1989 and 1990 publications, respectively. The Bishop's Palace at Spynie is a site new to me, 
although I have been following the excavation round-ups in, Discovery and Excavation in 
Scotland and Medieval Archaeology. The earliest surviving masonry is 14th century, but 
what dominates the site is the great tower house of the second half of the 15th century, 
whilst much of the rest of the palace was rebuilt c. 1500 . It is good to see that the 
reconstruction drawings in all these guidebooks have a stronger definition on the page than 
in the past, but may be Historic Scotland can be persuaded to use colour plans for some of 
its sites in the general guidebook series; Craigmillar and Hermitage in particular would have 
benefited from this. There is also a new edition of R.Fawcett's souvenir guide to Stirling, 
whilst a forthcoming publication is C.Tabraham's booklet on Newark. 

I acquired during the Nottingham conference the fourth edition of A.Hamilton's guide to 
that city's castle (undated), and since the last Newsletter finally managed to see a copy of 
E.H.A.Stretton's detailed guide to Dacre Castle, a tower house in Cumbria. C.Caple and the 
Dryslwyn Castle Excavations team have just produced an interim guidebook, published to 
coincide with the opening of the castle to the public at the beginning of August. 

General Items 

The fourth issue of the attractive magazine Heritage in Wales, published by Cadw, has a 
two-page article on castle chapels by P.Humphries, Cadw's Interpretation Officer. 
A.M.T.Maxwell-Irving has summarised his research into yetts and window grilles in 
Scotland, with details of distribution and construction, expanding on the work of 
D.Christison in the 1880s, cited in his references. I note also in his references that Maxwell-
Irving has a forthcoming book on the west march border towers of Scotland. 

A.D.Saunders has examined the later castles as country houses in the latest issue of the IBI 
Bulletin which appeared belatedly in 1995. In an issue of the new periodical, Medieval Life, 
G.Price, 'an independent researcher' who 'intends to publish a book on the sociological 
aspects of castles', has looked at castle ownership, entering Coulson-country, examining the 
policy by which licences to crenellate were issued by the Crown. 
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Berkshire County Council have issued three short booklets with the title, Bastions of 
Berkshire 'to promote a closer understanding' of the local heritage. Two cover later practice 
fortifications (for which now see Archaeological Journal 152 (1995), 422-40) and 
pillboxes, whilst the third is on the medieval castles of the county (Anon), This mentions the 
castles at Hamstead Marshall, as well as Donington and Windsor. 

Herefordshire Archaeological News continues to include articles on archaeological sites and 
historic buildings in various localities, often stemming from field trips, and castles form a 
major feature of these excursions. For example, the Erwood and Weobley areas appear in a 
recent issue, written by P.R.Halliwell and R.Stirling-Brown. There is also a lengthy article 
on the castlery of Clun by B.Coplestone-Crow. 

The organiser of our successful conference in Nottingham, Sarah Speight, has written a 
further paper on early castles in Nottinghamshire, or to be more accurate, 'four further 
possible 'castles' or fortified sites within the County for which some evidence exists'. The 
sites concerned are Shelford, Worksop, Southwell Minster and Greasley. 

P.Harrison has examined the tower churches of the Gower and their possible use as a means 
of defence, arguing that these structures were as much for secular purposes as ecclesiastical. 
The Festchrift in honour of J.F.Lydon contains a paper by T.B.Barry which shows that the 
H.G.Leask theory that the 14th century in Ireland was a period when little fortification was 
undertaken can no longer stand the test of time. Evidence is produced that the earliest 
examples of the ubiquitous tower house date to the 14th century. Still with tower houses, 
M.McAuliffe examines their use during the Desmond uprisings in the second half of the 
16th century. 

Finally in this section, P.Halliwell has written on the castles of the Isle of Man. 

England 
A little booklet has been written by J.Barratt on the role of Beeston Castle in Cheshire 
during the Civil War. Although mainly concerned with post-medieval fortification, A.Pye 
and F.Woodward's gazetteer of the historic defences of the Plymouth area does include the 
late medieval/early post-medieval gun towers. The sixth issue of Devon Archaeology is an 
examination by M.Stoyle of Exeter in the Civil War, and is largely an examination of the 
town defences and their improvements at this time as far as the fortification element in the 
book is concerned. 

I am sure that many members will be aware of the proposal to flood the ditch of the Tower 
of London, particularly in the light of the discovery through excavation of the Henry III 
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outer defences, accounts of which appeared in the national press. An article on this appeared 
in London Archaeologist last year, written by G.Parnell, and more recently, in an article in 
Country Life (September 12), M.Hall has argued most cogently against the scheme, a view 
with which I concur. I recommend this article to anyone interested in the background to the 
scheme, with its advantages and disadvantages. 

A number of publications have appeared on Herefordshire castles. Remfry's short guide to 
Clifford appeared last year, as did both the full and the short guide to Wigmore, all in the 
usual format. The bibliography below lists all the additions in Remfry's series, including 
sites in Wales. In an issue of Herefordshire Archaeological News the late R.Kay's account of 
Longtown has been re-published, originally written in 1952, followed by a note on the castle 
and that of Pont Hendre by Remfry. Remfry has also written a short account of Berkhamsted 
in Hertfordshire. In 1969 the late Stuart Rigold published a short account of the 'Old Manor 
House' at Warmer in Kent, and M.W.Thompson has added this site to his list of 'proto-keeps' 
in a short note in Medieval Archaeology, the other sites being Castle Acre, Blechingley and 
Wolvesey. The late medieval castle of Tattershall has been described in a recent issue of 
Country Life by J.Goodall. 

The small-scale excavation undertaken at Barnwell in Northamptonshire in 1980 has been 
published (M.Audouy), and there is an entry on this site, and Rockingham, in the RCHME's 
recent volume on Northamptonshire country houses (J.Heward and R.Taylor). In the recent 
issue of Archaeologia Aeliana, H.Summerson has studied the mixed fortunes endured by 
the castle of Berwick-on-Tweed from 1560 to 1850. A.Welfare, in Northern Archaeology, 
has studied the castle at Elsdon known as the Mote Hills, whilst in Nottinghamshire two 
publications have enabled castle students to keep up-to-date with the work carried out at 
Newark - see the references under F.Coupland and P.Marshall. 

The 'Anarchy' during the reign of Stephen (1135-54) has always been of interest to the 
writer ever since student days at Southampton, and in terms of warfare one of the more 
interesting aspects was the role of Wallingford Castle. In the journal Oxoniensia, 
M.Spurrell has written a paper on the containment of the castle from 1146 to 1153, 
examining the siege or counter-castles erected to control the activities of its garrison. It is 
not clear when the paper was written, for his comment of siege castles as a tourist attraction 
(p.262) does not take account of the recent work at Dane's Castle in Exeter. It is a useful 
paper on the role of siege castles generally - a pity that David J. Cathcart King is cited 
incorrectly twice - as E.A.C.King and J.C.Cathcart King; one citation was correct, however! 

Two castles in Shropshire have been studied, with Remfry's short guide to Clun and Remfry 
and HalliwelPs study of the outer defences of Ludlow. Remfry postulates a mid 12th-
century date for Mortimer's Tower, but I doubt that many would agree with it being as early 
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as that (although written many years ago, I would have liked to have seen cited by the 
authors W.H. St J. Hope's detailed paper on this castle, with coloured plans, published in 
Archaeologia 61 (1908), 257-328; it is still a very useful article). 

In a volume reviewing the role of archaeology within the National Trust, P.Everson 
contributes a further paper on Bodiam and its landscape. 

Wales 

Anyone who has studied Edward I's Aberystwyth Castle makes use of two important 14th-
century surveys, the brief one of 1320 and the more detailed account of 1343. These have 
been transcribed and translated in full by R.F.Walker. J.Owen has written on the evidence 
for the cross-walls that seemed to have linked the inner and outer west and east gatehouses 
of Caerphilly that led to the inner and middle wards respectively. In the same issue of 
Caerphilly as Owen's article A.T.Gill has produced an account of Castell Morgraig on the 
hills above Cardiff, the castle he, with some of his pupils at a local school, studied in depth, 
producing a very useful monograph in 1986.1 cannot make up my mind whether Morgraig, 
with its strangely-shaped mural towers, is native Welsh in origin or constructed by an 
English lord of Glamorgan. David King always considered it native Welsh of the 1260s, and 
so might be viewed as the catalyst for Gilbert de Clare's push north and the establishment of 
Caerphilly, but I believe that the forthcoming later castles of Glamorgan volume of the 
RCAHM(Wales) assigns it to the English. 

Remfry has published the full and the short guides to both Ogmore and Oystermouth castles, 
as well as short guides to Hay and Radnor. A short paper by the present writer in 
Monmouthshire Antiquary highlights a small change in the interpretation of a feature at 
Raglan, and includes a reconstruction by Chris Jones-Jenkins that does not appear in the 
current guidebook. A.J.Taylor has also published a change of interpretation, this time 
concerning the hall at Conwy. No longer must we think of the hall as depicted in the Alan 
Sorrell reconstruction, but rather view the hall-block as possibly being divided into three 
parts, with a chapel at the east end, a hall in the middle, whilst the western third was 
assigned to the constable. The first half of the paper, however, examines the transformation 
of the castle and town walls over the last forty years through conservation and other work. 

The Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust has surveyed the little known castle of Aberedw. 
The illustrated report of the work undertaken has appeared in two publications, namely 
Archaeology in Wales (N.Jones and P.Frost) and Medieval Archaeology (B.S.Nenk, 
S.Margeson and M.Hurley). 
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As far as excavations are concerned, L.Butler reports further on the important work at 
Dolforwyn, the plan of which has proved very interesting, and the report on the excavation 
undertaken at the motte by Langstone Court several years ago has been worked on by others 
and appeared in Archaeology in Wales (K.Blockley and P.Courtney). In 1991-92 an 
excavation was carried out at Hen Gastell, near Neath, with important results for early 
medieval archaeology in Wales, evidence being found for occupation from the 6th to the 
10th century. However, there was also some archaeological evidence for reoccupation some 
time in the later 12th century. 

Scotland 

One of the recent volumes produced by Batsford in collaboration with Historic Scotland is 
R.Fawcett's Stirling Castle. The medieval remains of this great stronghold are not 
particularly impressive due to subsequent rebuilding in the 16th century when the kings of 
Scotland created their great palace, and then in the 18th century considerable work was 
carried out to make the castle a great artillery fortress. 

The limited excavations at Duffus in the mid 1980s (J.Cannel and C.Tabraham) confirmed 
that the fine motte and bailey originated in the 12th century, with the first masonry phase of 
the curtain and the keep on the motte constructed about the year 1300. Later in the 14th 
century, or early 15th century, the northern curtain was rebuilt with a range of buildings 
against it, including a hall. 

A recent project that has got underway is the Scottish Episcopal Places Project, based at the 
University of Wales, Lampeter, and it is something that may develop into the study of the 
origins of the castle in Scotland. The first report is on the work done in 1995 on the Bishop's 
Palace, Fetternear (P.Z.Dransart and N.Q.Bogdan). 

Ireland 

Articles on castles have appeared in the last three issues of Archaeology Ireland. In 1994 
during excavations at Limerick Castle several Romanesque architectural fragments were 
discovered (E Whyte). They were found in a phase dated to the first half of the 13th century, 
and may have come from an ecclesiastical site close by which had been demolished, the 
stone being brought into the castle to raise the interior. At Castle Clara in County Antrim a 
small-scale excavation was undertaken at the fragmentary remains of a tower house (D, P. 
Hurl and E. M. Murphy). 

Several members will be aware of the work being undertaken at Trim from discussions with 
our Irish members at CSG conferences. Much of the interest has been around the discovery 
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of timber found in situ in holes which may have been put logs for scaffolding or for 
hoarding. Samples have been taken from the timber, and in the latest issue of Archaeology 
Ireland T.Condit has published the results so far. The first two floors of the keep would 
appear to have been built after 1173, but no later that 1190, with further work dated to the 
early 13th century. 

Isle of Man 

Long awaited, mainly because Liverpool University Press seems to have begun publicising 
it some years ago, is the report on the excavations in Castletown. Written by PJ.Davey, 
DJ.Freke and D.A.Higgins, the report covers excavations undertaken at Castle Rushen. The 
site excavated lay in the north-west corner, between the keep and the curtain wall. Some 
medieval structures survived, but not enough evidence came to light to assist in the dating of 
the outer gatehouse, curtain and keep. 

Town Defences 

The fifth volume of the Medieval Knighthood conference proceedings C.Coulson has 
published a long paper on town defences and their status in the later Middle Ages. This is a 
valuable piece of work, even if Coulson seems to imply that defence was never a primary 
purpose of any town wall, whether early or later medieval, disagreeing with a statement by 
the present writer (see Coulson's note 17). However, I am sure that he does not view all 
medieval town walls in this way - at least, I would hope not! 

In the last issue of the Newsletter I mentioned B.English's paper on towns, mottes and 
ringworks, the author having sent me a copy. Having now seen the actual volume, I need to 
mention D.M.Palliser's paper on town defences, the author viewing the chief motives for the 
walls as being defence and the communal image. 

A note has appeared on Northampton's medieval walls (T.C.Welsh), and excavations on 
Oxford's defences at New College undertaken in 1993 have been published in Oxoniensia 
(P.M.Booth). The excavation located the Saxon (?) earth rampart that predated the wall. 
The wall itself was found to have little in the way of elaborate foundations. At Newcastle 
upon Tyne a section of wall not seen since 1910 was exposed in an excavation undertaken 
before a new retaining wall was constructed (D.H.Heslop, L.Truman and J.E.Vaughan). In 
contrast to the Oxford wall, good foundations were prepared. In one area five clear breaks in 
the preparation of the foundations were located, possibly representing halts in construction 
or different teams of workmen. 
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In 1984 an excavation took place against the town walls of Conwy in the area presumed to 
have been the site of Llywelyn's hall (M.A.Mason). The results did uncover traces of a 
building later partly incorporated into the town defences, a building that had been partially 
rebuilt at least once before the construction of Edward I's walls. 

Finally, the second part of M.F.Hurley's report on excavations in Cork has appeared, 
presenting conclusions together with the report on the finds. 

Castles in Europe and elsewhere 

The compiler must confess that he has been somewhat lax in regard to gathering 
information for this section, and would have little to report if our Secretary had not lent him 
a book sent to him for review, although this was closely followed by a letter from Dieter 
Barz listing recent German publications. I can only comment on J.Zeune's Burgen: Symbole 
der Macht. Readers of the late lamented Fortress (no sign of resuscitation as yet) will be 
familiar with the author's work on Scottish castles. My knowledge of German is virtually 
non-existent, so I have not been able to analyse the book in depth, but it concentrates on 
Germany, Switzerland and Austria, with sections on various aspects of castle building, 
including water supply, as well as results of recent surveys and excavations. 

I should have picked up at the end of last year one article in Dieter Barz's list for not only 
does the NMGW Library take Zeitschrift fur Archaologie des Mittelalters, but the issue for 
1993 contains a long bibliography on castles studies in the 'German' world. With part 2 to 
follow in the next volume of 7AM, part 1 contains 1926 entries, with general articles first, 
followed by entries for the various states, and ending with listings for Austria, Switzerland, 
the Low Countries, etc. 

An addition to Oxford University Press's handsome series The Oxford Illustrated History of 
... is a volume on the Crusades, and D.Pringle has contributed one of the chapters, covering 
architecture in the period 1098 to 1571. 

Stop Press! Three books have come my way in November, of which more in next 
year's Newsletter. However, the details are: 

R. Shoesmith, Castles & moated sites of Herefordshire (Monuments in the landscape, vol 
2), Logaston Press, Herefordshire, 1996 

P. M. Remfry, Castles of Radnorshire (Monuments in the landscape, vol 3), Logaston Press, 
1996 
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These books cost £9.95 and £7.95 respectively, and are obtainable from the press at Little 
Logaston, Woonton, Almeley, Herefordshire HR3 6QH. Numbers 1 and 4 in the series are 
on the prehistoric sites of Herefordshire and Monmothshire respectively. 

The third title is a new edition of P.S.Fry's gazetteer of castles, mentioned above. 
Published by David & Charles at £20, it is called Castles of Britain and Ireland. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The bibliography does include some items which have not been mentioned in the preceding 
review. The dates cited for journal issues are those years for which they are issued, not 
necessarily the actual year of publication. For example, IBI Bulletin for 1993 was published 
in 1995. 

Anon. Bastions of Berkshire: medieval castles. Reading, 1995. 

Anon. 'Digging in to defend Lewes', Sussex Past and Present 75 (1995), 7. 
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Recent Work on Irish Stone Castles (1170 -1400) 

The above named seminar was held by the Irish National Monuments Service in the Helen 
Roe Theatre, Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, 63 Merrion Square, Dublin, on 
Monday 26th February, 1996. A number of major excavation projects have been in 
progress on Irish Castles, and it was felt that a seminar should be held to bring together 
those working in this field, to describe and discuss the large body of new evidence 
uncovered. 

The following castle excavations were described by their excavators: Dunamase Castle, Co 
Laois (Brian Hodkinson), Dungarven Castle, Co Waterford (Dave Pollock), Trim Castle, Co 
Meath (Alan Hayden), Carrickfergus Castle, Co Antrim (Colm Donnelly), Kilkenny Castle 
(Ben Murtagh) and Limerick Castle (Kenny Wiggins). Some of these excavations have 
been on a very extensive scale, especially Trim, Dunamase, Kilkenny and Limerick, and 
much new information has been uncovered. Evidence for earlier earthwork and timber 
defences was uncovered at Limerick and Kilkenny, while at Dunamase the main line of 
defence overlay a pre-Norman dry built defensive wall. Dungarven is interesting in having 
a shell-keep, a great rarity in Ireland. A major programme of excavation at Trim has 
revealed many surprises, including a complicated sequence of buildings at the fore building 
of the keep, and the plan of a massive hall with aisles. Proceeding hand-in-glove with the 
excavation and the conservation work at Trim, has been a survey and analysis of the keep, 
and Kevin O'Brien spoke of this important work with the aid of his own very fine 
illustrations. Tom McNeill and Barrie Hartwell described their survey of Ballymoon Castle, 
Co Carlow, and Tom attempted an analysis of this most enigmatic of Irish Castles. Paul 
Stitt spoke on his survey of the Desmond Castle, Newcastle West, Co Limerick, and Keiran 
O'Conor gave a general talk on the importance of timber defences, even in the case of 
masonry castles, with particular reference to the so-called outer bailey at Dunamase. 

The last speaker of the day was Bob Higham, who first of all spoke of problems of 
interpretation at Oakhampton Castle in Devon, and then did an excellent summing up of the 
day's proceedings. 

By C Manning 
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The Stafford Castle Project 

Stafford Castle is situated 2.5km to the west of the county town of Stafford on a gravel 
terrace (SJ 901 222), overlying Mercian Mudstone (Keuper Marl), which rises to a height of 
cl37m OD. The first fortification on the site, a motte and bailey castle, was probably 
constructed during the late llth/early 12th century by Robert de Tosny. It comprised a 
motte, an inner bailey, an outer bailey and associated settlement. By the 12th century, 
documentary sources refer to the castle and an associated borough. The settlement, 
however, appears to decline during the 13th century. In 1347, Ralph, later Earl Stafford 
commenced the construction of a stone keep on the 11th century motte. The building 
originally comprised a rectangular keep with an octagonal tower on each corner, which 
survived, with the addition of a fifth tower, until the Civil War. In 1643, after a brief period 
of Royalist resistance, the Parliamentary Committee in Stafford ordered "that Stafford 
Castle shall be forthwith demolished". The castle remained a ruin until 1813, when Edward 
Jerningham of Norfolk cleared the rubble from the site of the old keep, and used its plan to 
reconstruct the castle "in the style of Edward IIF (1327-1377). The last Jerningham 
caretakers left the building in 1950, and the structure was donated to Stafford Borough 
Council by Lord Stafford in 1961. 

Since 1978, the castle has been the subject of an extensive programme of research and 
rescue excavation. Seven sites: the keep site (site A), the inner bailey (site B), the 
settlement (site D), the external settlement (site E) and three trenches on the motte and inner 
bailey counter-scarp bank (F, G & H) have been excavated. In addition, a geophysical 
survey has been undertaken over the whole of the earthwork complex. 

The post-excavation programme commenced in 1991, and will be completed by April 1997. 
The programme involves the processing, analysis and interpretation of the paper records, 
illustrations, photographs and artefacts from the castle excavations since 1978. The 
programme will culminate in two publications, one the full academic report ("STAFFORD 
CASTLE: EXCAVATIONS AND RESEARCH 1979-1992"), and one popular 
("STAFFORD CASTLE"), both to be published by Stafford Borough Council. 

John Darlington, Borough Archaeologist 
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Duffield Castle, Derbyshire 

The kaput of the De Ferrer's honour embracing land in Staffordshire and much of Western 
Derbyshire was at Tutbury in the former county, but their greater castle was at Duffield,. 
From the dimensions of the foundations it has been estimated to have had one of the three or 
four largest towers of the time. 

The National Trust, owners of the site since 1898, intend, as finances allow, to undertake 
improvements. A first stage is selective tree felling in safety interests, and to avoid root 
invasion of remaining features; this is being done with the involvement of the county 
council and the forestry commission. Later archaeological investigation is planned, since no 
serious modern study has been carried out after a report in 1959. (D A J LXXDC 1959) 
Ancient Monument Consent will be required for new excavations. When the outcome of 
the latter works has been assessed, it will be decided how best the site can be presented and 
interpreted for public interest. 

Duffield Castle with 2.52 acres of adjoining land was given to The National Trust in 1898 
and until recently has been managed by Duffield Parish Council. The National Trust 
resumed responsibility for the site in January 1996 and since that time we have surveyed the 
site and drawn up a programme of works to the castle over the next few years. Duffield 
Castle is a scheduled ancient monument of national archaeological significance, and it is 
therefore essential that this work is carried out whilst taking full account of the amenity 
value of the castle to residents in the area. 

Principally, it is the preservation of the archaeological remains, both visible and beneath the 
surface which are of paramount importance. Duffield Castle is the remains of one of the 
most important early medieval castles in England. But, in conjunction with this, the Trust 
wishes to further maintain and enhance the nature conservation interests of the site, and to 
provide as much public access, information, education and enjoyment as possible. 

The initial works which the National Trust propose to undertake during Autumn/Winter 
1996, involve removal of thick undergrowth and several trees which are adversely affecting 
the archaeological remains and causing a threat to public safety. When these minor works 
are completed they will then begin a full archaeological survey to be completed during 
Spring 1997, and a consolidation programme implemented for the future preservation of the 
archaeological remains. 
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Whilst the works are being carried out, the National Trust hope that any inconvenience is 
kept to a minimum within the vicinity, but would stress that these works are essential for the 
enhancement and protection of this important site. 

Barry Crisp 

Theses on Castle Subjects in Queen's University. Belfast 

One of the problems of research in universities is that it is often done in the form of theses, 
which are then never published. Traditionally, of course, the work may eventually appear in 
print, usually credited to the name of the supervisor. In the meantime, however, good work 
may languish unknown in the libraries of the institutions involved. There have been a 
number of such theses done in Queen's University Archaeology Department on castle 
topics, which might be of interest to people outside, so I have compiled a list of those done 
over the last ten years. 

There are four typed of thesis involved. Copies of Ph.D. and M.Phil, theses are held both in 
the Main Library of the University and in the Library of the School of Geosciences. Copies 
of M.A and B.A (or BSc) theses are held in the School of Geosciences only. They are not 
always available on loan, especially if there is only one copy in the University, so it best to 
check beforehand if you want to read one. 

PH.D. 

A S K Abraham: 

C J Donnelly: 

Patterns of land holding and architectural patronage in late 
mediaeval Meath. 1991 

The tower of County Limerick. 1994 

M.Phil (thesis only) 

Maire ni Loingsigh: The castles of North Donegal and their relationship to the 
landholding structure of late mediaeval Gaelic lordships. 1996 

B.A or BSc 

A S K Abraham: The social context of tower houses in late mediaeval Meath and 
South Louth. 1986 
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NEWS 

P Mitchel: 

S Snedden: 

D H E Mayne: 

D Nelis 

C McSparron 

E McFadden 

B Westmancott: 

E Wright: 

M Wilkin: 

In preparation 

A Shaw: 

S McCready: 

K Oliver: 

Tom McNeill 

Distribution and location of the tower houses of Eastern Galway, 
1986 

Artillery defences in castles from the 14th to 16th centuries, 1986 

The mottes of Co. Wexford, 1988 

The tower houses of South Wexford, 1989 

The mottes of Co. Westmeath, 1989 

Grannagh castle, Co. Kilkenny, 1990 

The defence strategy of castles in the South-East of England 
(1337-1485), 1993 

The tower houses of Co. Sligo, 1993 

Donegal castle, 1996 

The development of gate house defences, with special reference 
to the technology of portcullises, (M.Phil) 

Adare castle, Co. Limerick, (M.A) 

Archery defences in earlier 13th century castles in Ireland, (B.A) 

Get-Together at Malvern 

Mike Salter reports that he is trying to arrange a get-together of castle enthusiasts at 
Malvern. He advises that the most likely time for this gathering is March/April 1997. He 
would like to hear from anyone who could give a talk or put on a display of slides or 
photo's about any aspect of the history, architecture, excavation or restoration of British 
castles and castellated houses c 1050-1650. Mike Salter can be contacted on 01684 565211. 

Note: The groundplans used in CSG Newsletter 10 are courtesy of Mike Salter unless stated 
otherwise. 
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British Team to Study 'Oldest Castle' 

Claims that a castle in France may be the oldest surviving castle in western Europe, dating 
from about AD850 in Carolingian times are to be tested this summer by archaeologists from 
the Oxford Archaeological Unit. 

Documents record that the Chateau de Mayenne, at Mayenne in north-western France, was 
given by the Count of Anjou to Hamon de Mayenne in 1000, but recent restoration work has 
suggested a much earlier foundation date. Workmen removing plaster in the medieval core 
of the castle revealed brick and stone arcades similar to those found in Carolingian 
churches; and radiocarbon dating of charcoal in the mortar produced dates centred on 
AD850. 

If the date proves correct, it would make the castle one of the 'very few' substantially-
surviving medieval secular buildings of the period in western Europe, according to Prof. 
Edward James of Reading University, a specialist in early medieval continental archaeology 
and history. 'There are a few bits of palaces surviving from this date in Spain and Italy, but 
this could very possibly be the earliest castle,' he said. 

The castle stands in the frontier zone between Normandy, Brittany and Anjou, and for 
centuries controlled the north-south route to the Loire. It was besieged and taken by 
William the Conqueror in 1063, and was twice captured by the English during the Hundred 
Years War, who held it for 15 years until 1448. The claims for a Carolingian foundation 
date - and indeed that the building was a castle in this period - will be tested by building and 
geographical surveys, followed by excavations starting in the late summer. 

The Oxford Unit won the contract in competition with French contracting units - perhaps 
the first time a British unit has won a fully-commercial project abroad, according to David 
Miles, the unit director. 

News from CADW 

Three castles have opened to the public after many years of consolidation - WISTON, 
DRYSLWYN, and DINEFWR; in addition more sections of Cony's medieval town walls 
have been conserved and opened up. 

WISTON is among the best preserved motte & bailey castles in Wales and one of only six 
to have a shell keep. The castle was originally built in the 12th Century by Wizo the 
Fleming, one of many foreign colonists encouraged to settle on Welsh lands won by Henry 
II. 
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CADW have repaired the surviving masonry and the site was opened up to the public in the 
summer. 

Wbton: Plan of shell keep 

DRYSLWYN was taken into care in 1980 and has undergone the largest ever excavation of 
a castle in Wales. Artefacts unearthed include weaponry left over from the siege of 1287 
when 11,000 English troops attacked the stronghold. Much of the original Welsh origins, 
laying beneath later English additions, can be seen. 
Near Llandeilo. 

DINEFWR, also near Llandeilo, should have opened in August following ten years of 
excavation and repairs to the Keep Tower, courtyard and North Tower. The opening of 
Dinefwr was due to coincide with the opening of Newton House, Dinefwr Park. Newton 
House is a 17TH C building with a Victorian Gothic facade, and stands together with the 
castle in a magnificent 18th C landscaped park. The National Trust bought the derelict 
house in 1989 and have spent £2 million on restoration. See page 14. 

BEAUMARIS. After a gap of four years, visitors to Beaumaris will once again be allowed 
to step up on the ramparts and walk along the wall walks. In the summer work was 
completed on newly installed safety rails , allowing visitors once again to enjoy the views of 
the Menai Straits towards Snowdonia. 

Stockbury Castle, Kent 
Overlooking the Stockbury Valley, between Sittingbourne and Maidstone in Kent, stand the 
grassed over ramparts and ditches of Stockbury Castle (TQ 8460, 6162). The castle is 
situated on the west side of the valley and at 115 metres OD is some 50 metres higher than 
the valley floor. The medieval parish church is situated 30 metres to the north-east and. in 
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its present form, effectively blocks any view down the valley towards Watling Street, the 
modern A2, some two miles northward. 
Other than the names of the holders of the medieval manor, nothing of its history seems to 
survive in documentary sources. Although described as a motte and bailey on modern 
maps, it is perhaps more likely that it was a ringwork with a crescent shaped outer bailey. 
An eighteenth century and later farm occupies much of the site and has resulted in at least a 
third of the ramparts being totally destroyed. It seems excessive to go to the trouble to level 
a motte to build a post-medieval farmhouse, when the latter could be built elsewhere within 
the enclosure. If complete, the ramparts of the ring work would be more or less elliptical in 
shape. 

It seems likely that only excavation will enhance our knowledge about this particular 
fortification. However, all of you place name specialists may have a part to play. 

Domesday Book tells us that there was a church and a mill at Stockbury in 1086. Needless 
to say, it does not mention the presence of a castle, or at least not directly. It is obvious 
however, that we have a bury place name. The definitive works on Kentish place names, 
with all their faults, are still those of J K Wallenberg (The Place Names of Kent 1934 and 
Kentish Place Names). Wallenburg gives us a list of spellings for Stockbury (1934, page 
230): 

Stochingeberge 
Stocabere 
Stocingabere 
Stocirib'ia 
Stokingebir 
Stokingbir' 
Stokingeb'y 

1086 
1100 
1100 
1170-80 
1208 
1226 
1232 

Stokebir 
Stokin(ge)beri 
Stokebyry 
Stokinbyr' 
Stoke 
Stokyngbery 
Stoke Ingeberi 

1233 
1242-3 
1243 
1247 
1253-4 
1253-4 
1253-4 

With Stockbery and Stockbury appearing in the seventeenth century. 

Wallenburg states that the forms of spelling after Domesday Book go against the derivation 
of the second element being beorg, meaning hill or barrow. He suggests it is more likely to 
derive from boer(e) = pasture or burh, byrig = fortified place. It is less likely to be byre, 
meaning a'shed. The first element he prefers as being an u...ing(a) derivative of OE stoc = 
place, house, dwelling..." rather than being derived from stocc = stock sump, or in Middle 
English "...stocking = the uprooting of trees or land reclaimed from the woods". 

In her book Place Names of Kent (1976, page 180), Judith Glover prefers to regard the bury 
element as meaning pasture. Stockbury being "...the swine pasture of the Stoke people..."; 
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she then connects Stockbury with Stoke, eight miles to the north. As far as the present 
writer is aware there is no documentary evidence for this connection. 

Importantly both writers appear to be unaware that an earthwork fortification exists. To the 
present writer the presence of the earthworks seems more or less conclusive evidence that 
the bury element in this instance does mean fortified place. If that line of reasoning can be 
accepted, Domesday Book is telling us that the fortification was there in 1086. It does of 
course tell us more than that, for Stockbury was called Stockbury not only in 1086, but also 
in the time of Edward the Confessor in 1066. 

It seems that Stockbury was maybe one of those sites where we can say with a good degree 
of certainty that there was an Anglo-Saxon forerunner to the medieval castle. The 
earthworks may of course be prehistoric in date, with an appended Anglo-Saxon place 
name. However, the presence of the adjacent church, there in 1066, implies the presence of 
the lord in a nearby dwelling. That further implies the presence of an enclosure, whether 
earlier earthworks were reinstated being largely irrelevant. Whether or not the earthworks 
as they survive today are an Anglo-Saxon "castle", only excavation can show for sure. 

Comments from all you place name specialists, and other, will be welcome. 

Alan Ward 
c/o History Department 
Christ Church College 
Canterbury, Kent 

Castle Studies on the Net 

If looking for books on castellology, try "British Books in Print" available as a on-line 
enquiry service through CompuServe. When using "Castles" as a key search word it will 
select up to 5 titles on payment of $1.00 charged to your credit card direct . A search 
recently brought up the following five titles: 

06348384 Castles of Scotland Map 
06362744 Tales and Traditions of Scottish Castles 
06361340 Castles of South West Wales 
06357667 I wonder why Castles have Moats 

Payment of another $1.00 gives you another search for up to 5 titles: 
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06320973 Explore British Castles 
06315341 Paint, Roses and Castles - Traditional Narrow Boat Painting for 

Boats and Homes 
06315699 Cross Stitch Castles and Cottages etc. 

Timber Castles (paperback) 

If you require details of each publication/ ISBN numbers/ authors/ publishers etc, it costs 
another $4,00 for the system to drill down and display that information. The are 543 titles 
in total that contain the word "Castles". So, if you have about $2,500 to spare, (plus phone 
access time) you could print out the full details. 

The World Wide Web 

Members may be aware that the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments of England , 
and its public archive the National Monuments Record, have their own Web Page allowing 
access to their regular newsletter, publications list, etc 

Try: http://WWW.RCHME.GOV.UK. or 
http://WWW.RCHME.GOV.UK/MONARCH.HTML 

The following areas are available: What's New/ Update/Heritage News/ Publications/ NMR/ 
Sites and Monuments Record/ Survey Work/ Related Web Sites/ Message Page/ Picture 
Gallery/ Monarch Project. 

The Tower of London moat 

Members may have seen either or both of two recently published accounts about a proposal 
to re-flood the moat at England's best known medieval castle. The matter has been aired in 
The London Archaeologist (by Geoffrey Parnell, Winter 1995 issue), and more recently in 
Country Life (by Michael Hall, 12th September 1996). The information used in this note is 
drawn from these two sources. 

A Tower Environs Scheme has been set up by a consortium of organisations with interests 
in the surroundings of the site, including the Royal Palaces Agency which has direct 
responsibility for the fabric itself. Half a million pounds needed towards the multi-million 
pound scheme, involving a variety of improvements, has already been raised (from the 
Heritage Lottery Fund). Among the suggested improvements, which include many 
welcome and worthwhile plans involving access, traffic and much else, is the more 
controversial suggestion of reflooding the moat - also the single most expensive element 
among the proposals. The moat was dug for Edward I in the late thirteenth century, and 
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eventually drained and filled in the 1840's. The problems associated with this proposal are 
various. First, the moat underwent a process of change from the sixteenth century onwards, 
so that reflooding it involves a difficult issue of deciding just what moat is being re-created. 
When other post-medieval changes in the site's immediate environment are taken into 
account, it is clear that no reflooding of the moat could hope to re-create the medieval 
appearance of the defences. Second, it is known from good documentation and trial 
excavations that many structures lie buried in the general area of the moat, so that re
flooding would not simply involve an 'emptying' exercise but a complex excavation, 
probably taking many years, raising in turn many other archaeological issues. Third, 
previous occupants of the site decided to drain and fill the moat for good reason: it's safe 
maintenance was an expensive problem. It seems hardly likely that this problem would 
disappear now. Fourth, the proposal involves an assumption that what has happened to this 
part of the site in post-medieval times is somehow not important and can be swept away in 
order to create a feature which, (while historically unreliable in detail), visitors might find 
attractive. Given the abundance of post-medieval alterations to the castle, the 
implementation of this scheme might be seen as setting a worrying precedent. 

The difficulties surrounding the re-flooding proposal seem indeed very considerable. It is to 
be hoped that much greater consideration is given to these difficulties as discussion of the 
overall scheme proceeds. The proper (and widely accepted) notion of conservation and 
presentation is to treat every stage of a site's history as important and to look after 
monuments as we have inherited them. On the face of it, the proposal to re-flood the Tower 
moat represents a neglect of this principle in favour of tourist attraction. Worse still, it 
appears that visitors are to be presented with a feature which cannot even be reliably re
created. 
Bob Higham 

Day School - 11th January 1997 
Fortifications during the Hundred Years' War - England and Normandy 

A study of individual fortifications and defensive networks in southern England and 
Normandy during the Hundred Years' War, with special emphasis placed on the Lancastrian 
occupation of Normandy (1417-50). Visit to Lewes Castle and town defences to be 
included. 

Led by Dr Richard L C Jones, to be held at Barbican House, Lewes on Saturday 11th 
January 1997, 10am-5pm. 

Anyone interested in attending should apply to Centre for Continuing Education, University 
of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton, BN1 9RG 
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AWARDS 

On 18th November the British Archaeological Awards were presented by Magnus 
Magnusson at a ceremony held in the National Museum & Gallery, Cardiff. One of the 
awards was the Graham Webster Laurels, offered for the entry which best serves education 
in archaeology for the public, and this was won by the Newark Castle Trust. 
Congratulations to all involved. The work at Newark featured in another award, the 
Sponsorship Award for the best private sector sponsorship of archaeology; Thomas Fish & 
Sons were one of the runners up for their support for the Newark Castle excavations. 

DIO MAX N N 

Further to the brief comments on Dryslwyn on page 42 the latest issue of Heritage in Wales 
-Winter 1996, features an article 'Road to the Dryslwyn ruins'. The opening in the summer 
includes a new access route to the hilltop castle, designed by architects Killiock McAdam 
and Urquart of Cardiff and built by Thysen Construction of Llanelli. The opening marks 
the completion of sixteen summers of excavation work, initially directed by Peter Webster 
of the University of Wales, Cardiff, and latterly by Dr Chris Caple of Durham University. 
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MEMBERS ACTIVITIES 

Dr. Malcom Hislop will, in the near future, see the following papers published: 

"Lumley Castle, its Antecedents and its Architect", Archaeologia Aeliana, 
5th ser. XXIV (1996), 83-98. 

"Bolton Castle and the Practice of Architecture in the Middle Ages" 
Journal of the British Archaeological Association, forthcoming. 

He is currently preparing a paper on that prolific castle builder, John Lewyn of 
Durham. 

John Darlington, Borough Archaeologist, is directing the post-excavation of Stafford 
Castle. He is also planning to carry out a resistivity survey at Chartley Castle. 

David M Browne is continuing his analysis and preparation of his book on Aberystwyth 
castle. 

Steve Sneyd is pursuing his current particular interest - castles and sites in the northern part 
of the former West Riding of Yorkshire, ie: not included in the present west and 
south Yorkshire counties. Also (particularly eastern part of) Greater Manchester 
County. 

Sarah Speight has contributed a chapter on the 'Harrying of the North' in Yorkshire (1068-
71) to a volume edited by Guy Halsall. The book, 'Public, Private and Ritual: 
Violence in Early Medieval Society' should be published early 1997. 

Dieter BARZ is continuing excavations at 'SchlosseF Castle (1 lth/12th Century), 
Palatinate. 

Mike Salter continues to publish his regional guides and is hoping to publish "Castles of 
North Wales " in the very near future. Planned for 1997 is a guide to the Churches 
and Castles of the Isle of Man. 

Paul Remfry continues his historical and archaeological research into borderland castles of 
Wales. See the Bibliography for an up -to- date listing. 
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THE CASTLE C0APEL FEATURES 

Elegance and Simplicity 
The Castle Chapel 

Almost every medieval castle, great or small, had its own chapel - indeed many of the larger 
establishments had more than one - and it was usually the most decorative part of the castle 

Although most medieval castle chapels are now in ruin, the elegance of their surviving 
masonry still contrasts with the functional simplicity around them, making them relatively 
easy to identify for castle visitors today. 

One of the most evocative and beautiful of the castle chapels surviving in Wales is at 
Conway. Built during the 1280's for the personal use of King Edward I and Queen Eleanor, 
it was skilfully designed inside one of the castle's eight circular towers. None of the 
original fittings survived, but there is ample evidence of the care and attention given to its 
planning. The chapel occupies the middle floor of the tower with a small vaulted apse for 
the altar projecting into the wall thickness. Above it and between floors a once well-
appointed watching chamber looks down onto the chapel below. 

Interestingly enough, the term 'chapel' comes from the Latin capella (a cloak). It was first 
applied by the medieval Kings of France to the structure housing their most sacred relic. 
The cloak of St Martin - the patron Saint of France (d. 397) - who, as a young Roman 
soldier, had divided his cloak in two to give half to a starving beggar. That term was later 
used for a variety of buildings which were less than churches - hence its present 
connotation. 

To understand why chapels were such universal adjuncts of castles one needs to look at the 
style of society which created them. Medieval society was moulded by religion to an extent 
not equalled at any other period of our history. The result was an inextricable association of 
the religious and the secular, with Church and State effectively combined: Christian values 
were promoted and enforced within society, whilst feudal values permeated the structure of 
the Church itself. 

The leaders of medieval society were the lordly and knightly class - and it was the wealthier 
members of this elite who built and lived inside the castles. The knight in this period was a 
knight by virtue of his Christianity. The Church blessed his sword and gave it to him naked 
with the words: "Receive this sword, in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy 
Ghost, and use it to defend yourself and the Holy Church of God, and to bring to confusion 
the enemies of the cross of Jesus Christ." 
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In the 11th century the church had sought to control the extent of feudal war and in the 12th 
century it brought knightly warfare under a religious rale in the Militant Orders. By the 
13th century every true knight set religious duty as part of the framework of his working 
day and one of his first duties was to hear Mass. Consequently a chapel was to become an 
essential part of a feudal castle for the worship of the owner, his family and Ms household. 
Sometimes separate provision was also made for the garrison. 

This was not without its cost because a chapel was expensive to build: apart from the extras 
involved for its decorative architecture, there was the salary of at least one chaplain (though 
at 50s. per year throughout the 13th century, this was much less, for example, than the wage 
of a cross-bowman). There were also incidental expenses for vestments, mass books and 
sacramental materials etc. But there were benefits - chaplains were amongst the few during 
this period able to read and write. Thus, in the greater baronial establishments, the size of 
the clerical staff was as likely to be determined by the quantity of writs and records as by the 
spiritual needs of the castle's community. 

When the Normans first came to England, they took over the Saxon system whereby 
possession of a church and defended manor was a symbol of lordly rank. Therefore many 
Norman lords, who built castles in the early years after the conquest, had a church within 
their manorial complex. However, lay control of parish churches was effectively swept 
away with the church reforms of the 12th century; the lord lost control over his church and 
instead built a chapel within the castle for his exclusive use. 

Nevertheless, chapels were sometimes constructed inside castles from the very first. In 
Wales there are few stone keeps of the early Norman period and none with identifiable 
chapels of that date; however, in the White Tower at the Tower of London, built at the 
command of William the Conqueror in 1078, there is a beautiful and well-proportioned 
chapel on the upper floor dedicated to St John the Evangelist. 

The larger Norman keeps were often entered through an adjoining rectangular 
'forebuilding' and a common location for the chapel was above the entry on its upper floor -
this had the additional advantage that it avoided any secular structure coming between the 
chapel and heavens. 

In Wales the majority of masonry castles date from the 13th century, when keeps had 
largely gone out of fashion. By this time, chapels tended to be built where they were 
directly accessible from the lord's accommodation, either in or adjoining the main 
apartment block of the castle on the upper floor. It was a logical arrangement because the 
lord would want his chapel to be close to his private chamber and to the high table, where he 
sat at meals. He would also need his chaplain at hand for religious and secretarial duties, 
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and so a priest's room usually adjoined the chapel. Also, there would normally be a 
sacristy, or vestry, for keeping sacred vessels and vestments. 

As domestic planning inside castles changed and developed over the ensuing centuries, so 
too did the chapel, but it was always oriented to face as nearly towards the east as possible. 
Throughout the 14th century chapels tended to remain in the main accommodation block on 
the first floor, but increasingly became taller, sometimes occupying the height of two floors. 
By the 15th and 16th centuries the chapel was usually at ground level, with an upper gallery 
at its west end. The gallery was reserved for the lord's immediate family and was entered 
directly from his private apartments, whilst the lower level was for the use of household 
officials. Just such an arrangement survives in a ruined form at Raglan Castle, Gwent. 

Some intriguing anomalies remain, however. Among the most bizarre of these are the 
occasional portcullis slots and even murder holes in the floors of chapels. During the 13th 
century a common position for the chapel was in the main gatehouse, above the entry 
passage - effectively a continuation of the arrangement found in the forebuildings of earlier 
keeps, and perhaps a deliberate attempt to endow the most vulnerable point of entry with a 
kind of divine protection. These defensive features can still be seen in chapel floors at 
Caernarfon, Harlech and Chepstow. Clearly, in the minds of castle planners even religion 
had to defer to the overriding objective of security and these chapels - already cramped 
because of their position - must have had to accommodate the additional indignity of a 
portcullis protruding through the floor and a windlass to operate it. Incongruous to us 
today, perhaps, but to our 13th century forbears it was just another part of castle life. 

Courtesy ofCADW/Peter Humphries. 
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WICMORE FEATURES 

WIGMORE CASTLE 

Wigmore Castle was taken into guardianship by the Secretary of State for National 
Heritage on 21st November 1995. English Heritage appreciate that this is the largest 
castle on the Welsh border and arguably in the country, which has been left in its natural 
state, slowly, and lately rapidly, deteriorating since it was last in use (1530's) and finally 
dismantled by Parliament in 1643. Dr Glyn Coppack, Head of Historic Team, Historic 
Properties, Midland Region, English Heritage and Project Director for Wigmore, regards 
Wigmore as 'the most exciting project I have ever worked on in 22 years with English 
Heritage'. 

Conservation Philosophy 

This has to be one of Britain's most important castle excavation projects. Xenia Taliotis, 
writing in Heritage Today (March 1996), described Wigmore Castle as 'something of a 
rarity - a virgin site which has never been repaired or altered [since the 14th C]. In a 
perverse way, the fact that it has been neglected for so long has been the saving of it, and 
of the magnificent early 18th century woodland pasture in which it stands'. 

The site at Wigmore is significant in terms of history, archaeology and ecology, and in its 
attitude to conservation, English Heritage are taking a new approach. Soft capping of the 
wall tops is proposed, retaining the grasses and wild flowers that have flourished over the 
centuries, but inserting waterproof membranes to keep the core and lower parts of walls 
dry. In English Heritage's view, the ecology of the environment is as important as the 
castle itself, the castle environs being populated by rare ferns and 300 year old trees. 
Thus the approach to conservation is a gentle one, English Heritage taking the view that 
they have only been successful if people can't tell that they have been there at all. 

Archaeology 

In regard to the archaeological remains, lying buried under the accretions of time, there 
are no plans to carry out a large scale excavation. Such a project could cost more than £4 
million and necessitate the removal of up to a million tonnes of earth. The intention is to 
make the castle safe for visitors but with the minimum intervention. Any archaeological 
excavation undertaken will only be made where there are engineering or constructional 
requirements. 

The main project work is due to start in 1997, under a £1 million budget. The target date 
for reopening to the public is the Spring of 1999. 
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PLANS OF WIGMORE CASTLE 

Preliminary Work 

The whole of the castle has now been totally fenced off, with locked gates and warning 
notices. Clearance of undergrowth has been undertaken to photograph the site and carry out 
a detailed photogrammetric and plan survey. One excavation is taking place now in 
advance of the main contract. This is an area inside the bailey and adjacent to the south 
perimeter wall, between the south tower and the south-west tower, where the exterior face 
has fallen away. A 10 metre trench has been dug to approximately 6 metre depth. It now 
appears from preliminary excavation that the existing curtain has been built on top of an 
earlier (13th Century ?) wall, with the ground level of the inner bailey raised up 
correspondingly. The original 13th century wall may be contemporary with the round, open 
backed east tower. This may suggest that Roger Mortimer (d. 1282) contributed more to the 
history of the castle building than hitherto thought. Further excavations to take place during 
the main contract include the following: 

• The East Tower (13th C) 
The masonry of the semi-circular tower is a the point of collapse, and emergency propping 
has been undertaken 
• The South Tower 
The vaulted cellar roof of the tower will be cleared as part of the excavation programme, but 
not until the standing parts of the South Tower have been made safe 
• The Gatehouse 
The removal of 2-3 metres of rubble is desirable to improve access; this has yet to be 
agreed. 
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English Heritage Provision 
The site is a Scheduled Ancient Monument, and all the works will be carried out under 
Class VI consent. Dr Glyn Coppack will be responsible for documenting the Class VI 
consent, and the project is commissioned on the basis of MAP 2. The Supervising 
Archaeologist, Ron Shoesmith, from the City of Hereford Archaeology Unit, is responsible 
for seeing the whole archaeological project through to publication stage. The projects are as 
follows: 

- Archaeological excavations 
- Detailed archaeological site survey 
- Photogrammetric recording 
- Mortar analysis 
- Preparation of site graphics 
- Historical research 
- Guide book preparation 
- Publication of the results of the project 

The CSG are grateful to English Heritage and Dr Coppack for updating us on the current 
development and for their kind permission to include in the Newsletter a hitherto 
unpublished reconstruction of Wigmore by Brian Byron, also of the City of Hereford 
Archaeology Unit. (See centre pages). In view of the role of the Mortimers in the history of 
the country, English Heritage may commission a 'research design' examining the role 
Wigmore plays in the archaeology of castle studies as a whole. 

Whilst the castle is closed to the public, groups of 8-10 (CSG Members only), by prior 
arrangement will be welcomed at the site, preferably within working hours between Monday 
to Friday. 

Neil Guy 

Sources 
G T Clark, Mediaeval Military Architecture in England, Vol II. 1884. 
R C H M, Hereford III, page 208. 1920. 
P M Remfry, The Mortimer's of Wigmore, Part I, Wigmore Castle. 1066 to 1181. 
C J Robinson, A History of Castles of Herefordshire. 
E Armitage, Early Norman Castles. 1912. 
Xenia Taliotis, 'Roger's Ruin', English Heritage. March 1996. 
Sir James D MacKenzie, The Castles of England VII. 1897. 
M Salter, The Castles of Hereford & Worcester. 1989. 
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